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Coding for Children and Young Adults in Libraries is an all-inclusive guide to teaching
coding in libraries to very young learners. This book will provide all librarians, whether
they are brand new to the idea of coding or fairly experienced with it, with both the
foundation to understand coding and tools they can use
From the computer science nonprofit Girls Who Code comes this lively and funny story
introducing kids to computer coding concepts. All summer, Pearl has been trying to
build the perfect sandcastle, but out-of-control Frisbees and mischievous puppies keep
getting in the way! Pearl and her robot friend Pascal have one last chance, and this
time, they’re going to use code to get the job done. Using fundamental computer
coding concepts like sequences and loops, Pearl and Pascal are able to break down
their sandcastle problem into small, manageable steps. If they can create working code,
this could turn out to be the best beach day ever! With renowned computer science
nonprofit Girls Who Code, Josh Funk and Sara Palacios use humor, relatable
situations, and bright artwork to introduce kids to the fun of coding.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 12th International Conference on
Informatics in Schools: Situation, Evolution and Perspectives, ISSEP 2019, held in
Larnaca, Cyprus, in November 2019. The 23 revised full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 55 submissions. They are organized in topical
sections named : teacher education in informatics, primary education in informatics,
contemporary computer science ideas in school informatics, teaching informatics: from
highschool to university levels, contests, competitions and games in informatics.
Coding and computational thinking (the ability to think like a computer) are among the
skills that will serve students well in the future. Coding goes beyond websites and
software - it's an essential component in finding solutions to everyday problems.
Computational thinking has many applications beyond the computer lab or math class
-it teaches reasoning, creativity and expression, and is an innovative way to
demonstrate content knowledge and see mathematical processes in action. No-Fear
Coding shows K-5 educators how to bring coding into their curriculum by embedding
computational thinking skills into activities for every content area. At the same time,
embedding these skills helps students prepare for coding in the middle grades as they
build their knowledge. To help teachers easily and effectively introduce coding, the
book features: Classroom-tested lessons and activities designed for skills progression.
Ready-to-implement coding exercises that can be incorporated across the curriculum.
Alignment to ISTE and Computer Science Teachers Association (CSTA) standards.
Case studies and explorations of technology tools and resources to teach coding.
Technology in the K-12 classroom is no longer an option. To prepare students for the
future of work, life and citizenship, every school needs to be equipped with digital tools
and staffed by educators who can harness technology to accelerate innovation in
teaching and learning. Edtech for the K-12 Classroom is designed to empower future
teachers to use technology effectively in their classrooms and schools. Meant to
supplement or replace edtech textbooks, this ebook is a compilation of articles and
multimedia offering concrete lesson plans, inspiring reflections and advice from edtech
experts on how to empower learners using technology. The book includes readings,
supplemented by videos, webinars and infographics, tied to the widely adopted ISTE
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Standards with examples on how to align lessons to the ISTE Standards for Students to
empowers learners to be effective communicators, computational thinkers, innovative
designers, global collaborators and digital citizens.
This book gathers a selection of papers presented at ROBOT 2019 – the Fourth Iberian
Robotics Conference, held in Porto, Portugal, on November 20th–22nd, 2019. ROBOT
2019 is part of a series of conferences jointly organized by the SPR – Sociedade
Portuguesa de Robótica (Portuguese Society for Robotics) and SEIDROB – Sociedad
Española para la Investigación y Desarrollo en Robótica (Spanish Society for Research
and Development in Robotics). ROBOT 2019 built upon several previous successful
events, including three biannual workshops and the three previous installments of the
Iberian Robotics Conference, and chiefly focused on presenting the latest findings and
applications in robotics from the Iberian Peninsula, although the event was also open to
research and researchers from other countries. The event featured five plenary talks on
state-of-the-art topics and 16 special sessions, plus a main/general robotics track. In
total, after a stringent review process, 112 high-quality papers written by authors from
24 countries were selected for publication.
0134531671 / 9780134531670 Call to Teach: An Introduction to Teaching with
Enhanced Pearson eText, Loose-Leaf Version with Video Analysis Tool -- Access Card
Package, 1/e Package consists of: 0132908247 / 9780132908245 Call to Teach, The:
An Introduction to Teaching, Loose-Leaf Version 0133824608 / 9780133824605 Call to
Teach, The: An Introduction to Teaching, Enhanced Pearson eText -- Access Card
0134550412 / 9780134550411 Video Analysis Tool for Introduction to Teaching in
MediaShare -- ValuePack Access Card
Twin mice solve a problem using STEAM in this early chapter book for young artists,
inventors, and creative thinkers—featuring illustrations from the award-winning
author/illustrator of The Dot Sydney and Simon are twin mice on a mission. They want
to enter their flowers in the neighborhood flower show, but the flowers in the window
box are wilting in the city heat, and the window is jammed. How are they going to get
water to their blossoms so they'll live and flourish in time for the show? Sydney and
Simon are lucky to be growing up in a curious and creative family and are encouraged
to ask questions, experiment, and record their findings through writing, art, music, and
video. Their mother is a scientist and their father is a poet. Their family motto is: "When
the going gets tough, the creative get going." Utilizing the S.T.E.A.M. (Science,
Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Math) philosophy of learning, this brightly illustrated
story shows how an interdisciplinary studies model helps Sydney and Simon achieve
their goals. In a practical, fun, and hands-on way, young readers will be inspired to
interact with their own natural learning skills and start experiencing the world-and their
education-in a whole new way.

Coding as a Playground, Second Edition focuses on how young children (aged 7
and under) can engage in computational thinking and be taught to become
computer programmers, a process that can increase both their cognitive and
social-emotional skills. Learn how coding can engage children as producers—and
not merely consumers—of technology in a playful way. You will come away from
this groundbreaking work with an understanding of how coding promotes
developmentally appropriate experiences such as problem-solving, imagination,
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cognitive challenges, social interactions, motor skills development, emotional
exploration, and making different choices. Featuring all-new case studies,
vignettes, and projects, as well as an expanded focus on teaching coding as a
new literacy, this second edition helps you learn how to integrate coding into
different curricular areas to promote literacy, math, science, engineering, and the
arts through a project-based approach and a positive attitude to learning.
Computer science has emerged as a key driver of innovation in the 21st century.
Yet preparing teachers to teach computer science or integrate computer science
content into K-12 curricula remains an enormous challenge. Recent policy
reports have suggested the need to prepare future teachers to teach computer
science through pre-service teacher education programs. In order to prepare a
generation of teachers who are capable of delivering computer science to
students, however, the field must identify research-based examples, pedagogical
strategies, and policies that can facilitate changes in teacher knowledge and
practices. The purpose of this book is to provide examples that could help guide
the design and delivery of effective teacher preparation on the teaching of
computer science. This book identifies promising pathways, pedagogical
strategies, and policies that will help teacher education faculty and pre-service
teachers infuse computer science content into their curricula as well as teach
stand-alone computing courses. Specifically, the book focuses on pedagogical
practices for developing and assessing pre-service teacher knowledge of
computer science, course design models for pre-service teachers, and
discussion of policies that can support the teaching of computer science. The
primary audience of the book is students and faculty in educational technology,
educational or cognitive psychology, learning theory, teacher education,
curriculum and instruction, computer science, instructional systems, and learning
sciences.
The use of technology can significantly enhance educational environments for
students. It is imperative to study new software, hardware, and gadgets for the
improvement of teaching and learning practices. The Handbook of Research on
Mobile Devices and Smart Gadgets in K-12 Education is a pivotal reference
source featuring the latest scholarly research on the opportunities and challenges
of using handheld technology devices in primary and secondary education.
Including coverage on a wide variety of topics and perspectives such as blended
learning, game-based curriculum, and software applications, this publication is
ideally designed for educators, researchers, students, and technology experts
seeking current research on new trends in the use of technology in education.
A fresh, intriguing look at the stories behind great toy inventions, by Don Wulffson
and illustrated by Laurie Keller. "Originally, Play-Doh only came in white. There's
a good reason for this. You see, Play-Doh didn't start out as a toy. It started out
as a product for cleaning wallpaper." Have you ever wondered who invented
Lego, Mr. Potato Head, or toy trains? In Toys! are the fascinating stories behind
these toy inventions and many others. Learn why the see-saw was popular with
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the Romans, how the Slinky was used during the Vietnam War, and the reason
Raggedy Ann has a red heart on her chest that says "I love you." From dolls and
checkers to pinball and the modern video game, there's a wide selection here for
boys and girls alike. With humor and wit, this intriguing book serves up slices of
cultural history that will inspire young readers to start thinking up their own toy
inventions.
Learning with technology doesn't happen because a specific tool "revolutionizes"
education. It happens when proven teaching strategies intersect with technology
tools, and yet it's not uncommon for teachers to use a tool because it's "fun" or
because the developer promises it will help students learn. Learning First,
Technology Second offers teachers the professional learning they need to move
from arbitrary uses of technology in their classrooms to thoughtful ways of adding
value to student learning. This book includes: An introduction to the Triple E
Framework that helps teachers engage students in time-on-task learning,
enhance learning experiences beyond traditional means and extend learning
opportunities to bridge classroom learning with students' everyday lives. Effective
strategies for using technology to create authentic learning experiences for their
students. Case studies to guide appropriate tech integration. A lesson planning
template to show teachers how to effectively frame technology choices and apply
them in instruction.
Textbooks are symbols of centuries-old education. They're often outdated as
soon as they hit students' desks. Acting "by the textbook" implies compliance and
a lack of creativity. It's time to ditch those textbooks--and those textbook
assumptions about learning In Ditch That Textbook, teacher and blogger Matt
Miller encourages educators to throw out meaningless, pedestrian teaching and
learning practices. He empowers them to evolve and improve on old, standard,
teaching methods. Ditch That Textbook is a support system, toolbox, and
manifesto to help educators free their teaching and revolutionize their
classrooms.
This practical book will help readers understand what STEAM is, how it differs
from STEM, and how it can be used to engage students in K–8 classrooms. The
authors present a conceptual model with recommendations and classroom
examples illustrating various key aspects of STEAM teaching in action, including
creating the correct teaching environment, integrating STEAM content, and
supporting students as they develop STEAM-related skills. The model includes
specific strategies such as problem-based learning, student choice, technology
integration, and teacher facilitation. Each chapter incorporates elements of
connected learning—a type of learning that draws on students’ interests that
teachers can capitalize on when using STEAM to address real-world
problems.Readers will find easy-to-understand examples of what STEAM
education looks like in a variety of classrooms, and will hear from teachers,
instructional coaches, principals, and administrators about what it takes to ensure
that STEAM is a schoolwide success. “Provides inspiration to sustain readers
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through this challenging work by emphasizing the rewards for both students and
educators who engage in STEAM education.” —From the Foreword by Deborah
Hanuscin, Western Washington University “This text will be appreciated by
school and district staff interested in implementing STEAM education for
students.” —Kevin O’Gorman, chief academic officer, Berkeley County School
District, SC “This book will become a go-to for crafting meaningful STEAM
learning experiences for students.” —Nicole Beeman-Cadwallader, National Math
and Science Initiative
Learn effective ways to teach STEAM with this helpful book from educational
technology experts Billy Krakower and Meredith Martin. Whether you have a
dedicated STEAM class, or plan to integrate it into a regular classroom, you’ll
find out how to create a structured learning environment while still leaving room
for inquiry and innovation. You’ll also gain a variety of hands-on activities and
rubrics you can use immediately. Topics include: the differences among STEM,
STEAM, and makerspaces planning your STEAM space stocking your space with
the right supplies planning for instruction and managing class time incorporating
the core subjects aligning lessons with standards and assessments getting the
administration and community involved taking your class to the next level with
design thinking. With this practical book, you’ll have all the tools you’ll need to
create a STEAM-friendly learning space starting now. Continue the conversation
on Twitter with the hashtag #GSwSTEAM!
Handbook of Research on Mobile Devices and Smart Gadgets in K-12 EducationIGI
Global
An illustrated collection of interactive short stories, starring Australian animals who grow
up using digital devices and social media. Each story presents a cybersafety learning
opportunity - complete with reflection questions - for pre-teens and their parents.
Augmented reality is incorporated, to provide extended learning opportunities. A fun
and informative book all children of the 21st century need to read.
Weave high-level questions into your teaching practices.
Through expanded intelligence, the use of robotics has fundamentally transformed the
business industry. Providing successful techniques in robotic design allows for
increased autonomous mobility, which leads to a greater productivity and production
level. Rapid Automation: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications provides
innovative insights into the state-of-the-art technologies in the design and development
of robotics and their real-world applications in business processes. Highlighting a range
of topics such as workflow automation tools, human-computer interaction, and swarm
robotics, this multi-volume book is ideally designed for computer engineers, business
managers, robotic developers, business and IT professionals, academicians, and
researchers.
A boy and a robot strike up a friendship despite their differences.
The imperative that all students, including English learners (ELs), achieve high
academic standards and have opportunities to participate in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) learning has become even more urgent and
complex given shifts in science and mathematics standards. As a group, these students
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are underrepresented in STEM fields in college and in the workforce at a time when the
demand for workers and professionals in STEM fields is unmet and increasing.
However, English learners bring a wealth of resources to STEM learning, including
knowledge and interest in STEM-related content that is born out of their experiences in
their homes and communities, home languages, variation in discourse practices, and, in
some cases, experiences with schooling in other countries. English Learners in STEM
Subjects: Transforming Classrooms, Schools, and Lives examines the research on ELs'
learning, teaching, and assessment in STEM subjects and provides guidance on how to
improve learning outcomes in STEM for these students. This report considers the
complex social and academic use of language delineated in the new mathematics and
science standards, the diversity of the population of ELs, and the integration of English
as a second language instruction with core instructional programs in STEM.
A persevering penguin is determined to fly in this adorably inspiring Classic Board Book
from the creator of Red Hat and Red Sled. Although little Penguin has the soul of an
eagle, his body wasn’t built to soar. But Penguin has an irrepressible spirit, and he
adamantly follows his dreams to flip, flap, fly! Even if he needs a little help with the
technical parts, this penguin is ready to live on the wind.
"In Remaking Literacy: Connecting ELA and Hands-On Making, author Jacie Maslyk
transforms literacy teaching and learning by integrating maker education into the
classroom. Maker education--an approach to instruction that emphasizes hands-on
learning experiences--creates innovative opportunities that shape students into creative
thinkers. Maslyk shares practical, research-based strategies for incorporating creativity
and design thinking into literary instruction. By reading this book, K-5 educators will
learn how to reimagine their classrooms so that students' learning will develop in
engaging and visible ways"--

No one expects to run-much less win-a marathon without preparation. Such
endeavors require training and practice. Michael Cohen (aka The Tech Rabbi)
explains that creativity is no different. When creativity is clearly defined and
intentionally practiced, all educators can improve the design they bring to their
students' learning experiences.
Do you ever feel crushed under the weight of your own expectations? Have you
ever passed up an opportunity because you're afraid you won't immediately excel
at it? Saujani shows that women are taught from an early age to play it safe,
rewarded for being quiet and polite, steered to activities at which we could shine.
We grow up afraid to fail, tamping down our dreams and our opportunities for
happiness. Saujani shows us how to end our love affair with perfection and
rewire ourselves for bravery. -- adapted from publisher info
BEWARE OF MARY MCSCARY, a fearless, fierce and funny new picture book
heroine on a mission to scare her cousin Harry, from beloved, best-selling
children's book icons, RL Stine and Marc Brown. A Barnes and Noble Halloween
National Storytime pick! Meet Mary McScary. Mary likes to be scary. She scares
her mom, her dad, her pets, and even a balloon! But there's just one person Mary
can't scare -- her cousin, Harry McScary. He's not afraid of the usual things, like
spiders, snakes, and other creepy crawlies. But Mary doesn't give up that easily,
and one way or another she'll find a way to give Harry the scare of his life. . .
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Beware of Mary McScary!Renowned bestselling children's book talents R.L.
Stine, creator of the Goosebumps series, and Marc Brown, creator of the Arthur
Adventure series, join forces once again in a spine-tingling, wildly funny picture
book story featuring a fearless anti-heroine that will have kids and their parents
cheering, "BOOOOOO!"
Features an audio read-along! With a simple, witty story and free-spirited
illustrations, Peter H. Reynolds entices even the stubbornly uncreative among us
to make a mark -- and follow where it takes us. Her teacher smiled. "Just make a
mark and see where it takes you." Art class is over, but Vashti is sitting glued to
her chair in front of a blank piece of paper. The words of her teacher are a gentle
invitation to express herself. But Vashti can’t draw - she’s no artist. To prove her
point, Vashti jabs at a blank sheet of paper to make an unremarkable and angry
mark. "There!" she says. That one little dot marks the beginning of Vashti’s
journey of surprise and self-discovery. That special moment is the core of Peter
H. Reynolds’s delicate fable about the creative spirit in all of us.
Get started with homeschooling for grade levels K-12 Homeschooling can help
kids of all ages immerse themselves in learning that builds on their unique
strengths, interests, and preferences. It gives them the chance to thrive with oneon-one attention and customized lesson plans that fit their learning style--and
their family's needs. This starter guide to homeschooling is the ultimate resource
for turning any home into an ideal school environment and helping any child
succeed. Learn how to homeschool: Schooling styles--Compare the most popular
education philosophies and homeschool models, and choose the best
combination for every homeschool situation. Stay on track--Find checklists,
calendars, tables, and step-by-step instructions to help set and track
homeschooling goals. Standards and requirements--Get a general breakdown of
U.S. homeschooling requirements, along with easy and affordable ways to
develop custom curriculum. Inclusive action plans--Learn to create a
homeschooling structure that accommodates each child's culture, language,
religion, special needs, and more. Build a complete action plan for effective home
learning with The Homeschooling Starter Guide.
A family revisits the site of a beloved summer house destroyed by a storm and
finds only remnants of the house, but all of the joy of vacations past.
This book reports on research and practice on computational thinking and the
effect it is having on education worldwide, both inside and outside of formal
schooling. With coding becoming a required skill in an increasing number of
national curricula (e.g., the United Kingdom, Israel, Estonia, Finland), the ability
to think computationally is quickly becoming a primary 21st century “basic”
domain of knowledge. The authors of this book investigate how this skill can be
taught and its resultant effects on learning throughout a student's education, from
elementary school to adult learning.
Everyone’s a New Yorker on Thanksgiving Day, when young and old rise early
to see what giant new balloons will fill the skies for Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
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Parade. Who first invented these "upside-down puppets"? Meet Tony Sarg,
puppeteer extraordinaire! In brilliant collage illustrations, Caldecott Honor artist
Melissa Sweet tells the story of the puppeteer Tony Sarg, capturing his genius,
his dedication, his zest for play, and his long-lasting gift to America—the inspired
helium balloons that would become the trademark of Macy’s Parade. Winner of
the 2012 Robert F. Sibert Medal and the NCTE Orbis Pictus Award.
Is the learning in your classroom static or dynamic? Shake Up Learning guides you
through the process of creating dynamic learning opportunities-from purposeful
planning and maximizing technology to fearless implementation.
The inspiring memoir for young readers about a Latina rocket scientist whose early life
was transformed by joining the Girl Scouts and who currently serves as CEO of the Girl
Scouts of the USA. A meningitis outbreak in their underprivileged neighborhood left
Sylvia Acevedo’s family forever altered. As she struggled in the aftermath of loss,
young Sylvia’s life transformed when she joined the Brownies. The Girl Scouts taught
her how to take control of her world and nourished her love of numbers and science.
With new confidence, Sylvia navigated shifting cultural expectations at school and at
home, forging her own trail to become one of the first Latinx to graduate with a master's
in engineering from Stanford University and going on to become a rocket scientist at
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Simultaneously available in Spanish!
The adaptability of public education is essential for the success of students and
education professionals alike. Comprehensive reform that promotes equality and equity
in educational spheres can promote adaptability and allow educational institutions and
education professionals better longevity. Emerging Strategies for Public Education
Reform is a cutting-edge research publication that provides comprehensive research on
merging topics that have a significant impact on teaching and learning, which may
include educational policy and updating teacher education. Featuring a wide range of
topics such as curriculum design, mental health, and religious education, this book is
ideal for academicians, curriculum designers, education professionals, researchers,
policymakers, and students.
Conducting social science and education research studies that require involvement in
fieldwork is not an easy task. Many graduate students and novice researchers face
difficulties efficiently and effectively conducting the practical aspects of their research in
fieldwork. One reason for this difficulty may be due to the lack of finding and/or
accessing authentic and realistic descriptions of previously conducted fieldwork
experiences and processes in a variety of fields. This could be the case whether the
research is going to be on a virtual platform or in a real and actual context. Thus, it is
critical to shed light on the successes and pitfalls of the personal experiences of
fieldwork. Overcoming Fieldwork Challenges in Social Science and Higher Education
Research is an essential reference book that draws on the experience of conducting
fieldwork in different contexts and world regions that are relevant to social science and
education studies. The diverse experiences in research processes and contexts that
this book offers provide readers with an authentic and realistic description of how
research data is collected, the tools needed to envision some of the challenges that
they might face, and how to effectively solve them. Highlighting topics such as
methodology, data collection, and fieldwork partnerships in fields that include
counseling, psychology, language studies, and teacher education, this book is ideal for
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social science and education studies professors who have research as a mandatory
part of their curriculum, administrators and policymakers, independent and novice
researchers, and graduate students planning to conduct their research studies with
humans in different contexts.
This book is an invaluable resource for physics teachers. It contains an updated version
of the author's A Guide to Introductory Physics Teaching (1990), Homework and Test
Questions (1994), and a previously unpublished monograph "Introduction to Classical
Conservation Laws".
Making is a dynamic and hands-on learning experience that directly connects with longestablished theories of how learning occurs. Although it hasn't been a focus of
traditional education or had a prominent place in the classroom, teachers find it an
accessible, exciting option for their students. The maker movement brings together
diverse communities dedicated to creating things through hands-on projects. Makers
represent a growing community of builders and creators—engineers, scientists, artists,
DIYers, and hobbyists of all ages, interests, and skill levels—who engage in
experimentation and cooperation. Transferring this innovative, collaborative, and
creative mindset to the classroom is the goal of maker education. A makerspace isn't
about the latest tools and equipment. Rather, it's about the learning experiences and
opportunities provided to students. Maker education spaces can be as large as a
school workshop with high-tech tools (e.g., 3D printers and laser cutters) or as small
and low-tech as the corner of a classroom with bins of craft supplies. Ultimately, it's
about the mindset—not the "stuff." In Learning in the Making, Jackie Gerstein helps you
plan, execute, facilitate, and reflect on maker experiences so both you and your
students understand how the knowledge, skills, and attitudes of maker education
transfer to real-world settings. She also shows how to seamlessly integrate these
activities into your curriculum with intention and a clearly defined purpose.
Winner oF the 2021 Caldecott Medal Inspired by the many Indigenous-led movements
across North America, We Are Water Protectors issues an urgent rallying cry to
safeguard the Earth’s water from harm and corruption—a bold and lyrical picture book
written by Carole Lindstrom and vibrantly illustrated by Michaela Goade. Water is the
first medicine. It affects and connects us all . . . When a black snake threatens to
destroy the Earth And poison her people’s water, one young water protector Takes a
stand to defend Earth’s most sacred resource.
Coding, Robotics, and Engineering for Young Students builds foundational computer
science and robotics skills and knowledge in bright Pre-K-grade 2 students. Originally
developed as enrichment courses for Northwestern University's Center for Talent
Development, this curriculum emphasizes active, hands-on, and collaborative learning.
Students are challenged to learn computer science content, such as coding, and
robotics and engineering concepts, as well as practice high-level academic skills, such
as creative problem solving, computational thinking, and critical thinking. Instructional
practices balance screen time with active, collaborative classroom engagement.
Learning is deepened when students are challenged to navigate the transition from a
virtual learning environment to a tangible learning environment. The lessons can be
implemented as standalone enrichment experiences or as part of a coordinated scope
and sequence that leads to higher level computer science and engineering studies.
Grades Pre-K-2
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